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Abstract
The self-diffusion coefficient (Ds) o f fluorescent dye labeled poly-y-benzyl-L-glutamates 
(LPBLG) in pyridine solutions was measured by fluorescence photobleaching recovery 
(FPR). Intrinsic viscosity and static light scattering measurements showed that the 
LPBLGs did not aggregate in pyridine and that the rod structure o f LPBLG was not 
perturbed by labeling. The measured concentrations spanned from dilute to the most 
concentrated isotropic solutions, and the axial ratios from 7 to 80 (Mw ranged from 
20 000 to 232 000). The objective of this FPR study was to focus directly on the 
translational diffusion of a single LPBLG molecule in the absence of the thermodynamic 
driving force, which has been difficult to resolve from the dynamic light scattering 
measurements. After being corrected by the reduction in solvent mobility, the reduced 
self-diffusion coefficient of different molecular weight LPBLGs could be nearly 
superimposed on a single curve when plotted against the normalized concentration vdL2,
O
where v was the number density, d = 20 A was the hydrodynamic diameter and L was 
the length of the LPBLG molecule. According to the concentration dependence o f Ds, 
short LPBLG solutions had two concentration regimes, while long LPBLG solutions 
exhibited three concentration regimes. Below vdL2 « 0.8, the diffusion coefficient did 
not change much with concentration within the experimental error. Ds experienced 
substantial reduction only when the excluded volume effect became significant; the 
crossover concentration was proportional to L'2. At vdL2 « 4 , the normalized diffusion 
coefficient was reduced to 0.1. A power law fit of the superimposed curve in the regime 
o f 0.8 < vdL2 < 4 gave Ds ~ L-1-8 ±01c-113 ±004. In this region the experimental curve 
could also be fit with the calculated Ds by combining the green function formulated 
longitudinal and transverse diffusion coefficients . Above vdL2 « 4 short LPBLG
solutions underwent the liquid crystal transition, but the long LPBLGs had a delayed 
transition and entered into a third dynamic regime in which the Ds became less 
concentration dependent. The normalized self-friction factor and the mutual-friction 
factor showed different concentration dependencies. This discrepancy could be 
explained by the additional cross term of the velocity correlation function when 
expressing the mutual-friction factors.
Introduction
Rigid rod-like macromolecules find applications in manufacturing high modulus 
fibers and electro-optical materials and in modifying viscosities of certain fluids. 
Biopolymers like DNA and polypeptides may adopt rigid rod form. The transport 
properties of a rod-like polymer in dilute solutions (such as the dependence of intrinsic 
viscosity and diffusion coefficient on the molecular dimension, i.e., the rod length and 
hence the molecular weight) have been well studied. They are often employed to 
identify the architecture and rigidity of certain macromolecules in solutions although 
recent development in this field still appears [1,2]. The dynamic properties of 
concentrated rod-li ke polymer solutions are much less studied, on the experimental 
side, partly due to the unresolved difficulties encountered by dynamic light scattering 
when it is applied to study such concentrated solutions.
At infinite dilution the transport properties o f macromolecular solutions 
depend on the shape and rigidity of an individual molecule as it undergoes Brownian 
motion through the solvent medium, but as the concentration increases to bring the 
particles to a closer proximity, not only the shape and rigidity of the molecules but also 
the interactions among them become important. In a crowded solution the 
translational motion of a rodlike polymer starts to be impeded by the other 
surrounding rods and the release of the constraint depends on the translational motion 
of the confined or the confining rods. The factors affecting the dynamic properties of 
concentrated rodlike polymer solutions may become even more complex when such 
solutions approach the liquid crystal phase transition since near that transition the rods 
tend to align with one another, and the concentration as well as the orientation 
fluctuations may become long range correlated.
Understanding the translational motion of rods in a concentrated solution is 
essential in the study of transport behaviors of rod-like polymer solutions because the 
other properties such as viscosity and rotational diffusion depend on how a rod 
translates through the solutions. Studying the translational diffusion of a concentrated 
rod-like polymer solution may also provide information from a perspective different 
from that of a flexible (or random coil) polymer solution. One of the most important 
developments in the polymer physical sciences is the reptation theory by de Gennes [3] 
, who postulates that an individual polymer chain crawls back and forth through its 
entangled neighbors like a snake, to describe the dynamics o f concentrated flexible 
polymer systems. The direct prediction from the reptation theory is on the 
concentration and molecular weight dependence o f diffusion coefficient: Ds ~ c_1 75M-2 
for random coils in good solvent and Ds ~ c_3M"2 for random coiis in 0 solvent. 
Experimental effort has therefore been focused on proving the above predicted results. 
Although the reptation theory can describe some experimental phenomena such as the 
diffusion of flexible polymer systems, full consensus with experimental results has 
never been found [4, 5], The validity of this theory has been a debate both 
theoretically and experimentally [4, 6], On the other hand, a rodlike polymer differs 
from a random coil system in that it cannot intertwine with the other rods and its 
molecular dimension does not change as the flexible polymer molecules when the 
solution becomes more concentrated. In this sense a concentrated rod-like polymer 
system provides a simpler case to study the crowding effect o f polymer solutions than 
a random coil does.
This dissertation studies the translational diffusion of a rodlike polymer, poly-y- 
benzyl-a, L-glutamate (PBLG), in dilute and non-dilute solutions. PBLG is a synthetic 
polypeptide and adopts an a-helical rod-like conformation in a few solvents such as
3
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), pyridine and dioxane. The persistence length o f PBLG,
O
used to characterize the rod rigidity, is > 700a , longer than any other synthetic polymer 
and DNA [7], Unlike many water soluble peptides, PBLG has no net charge in its 
helicogenic solvents. It is thus often used as a model polymer in the study o f rod-like
o
polymer properties despite its finite diameter (hydrodynamic diameter 20 A ), slight 
flexibility, moderate polydispersity and limited commercial applicability (due to its cost 
and low tensile strength).
Chapter I. Background and Objectives
1-1. Theories 
1-1.1. Doi and Edwards Tube Theory
Doi and Edwards (DE) [8-10] defined three concentration regimes to describe 
the dynamics of rod-like polymer solutions: dilute, semidilute, and concentrated. 
Dilute Solutions
When the number density v is less than 1/L3 (L is the length of the rod), the 
rods are so far apart that they do not interact with one another and the solution is in 
the dilute regime. In a dilute solution the diffusion of an individual rod is not strongly 
affected by the other rods. Since a rod can move more easily along its longitudinal 
axis than its perpendicular axis, the diffusion of rod along its axis, D||, is faster than 
either of the two perpendicular ones, Dj_; see figure 1-1.
The translational diffusion coefficient of Brownian rods at infinite dilution has 
been reviewed by a number of authors [2, 11-13], The formulas are reproduced here. 
The average diffusion coefficient of a long rod can be expressed by the Kirkwood- 
Riseman formula [10, 14] derived from a shish-kebab model:
D0 = D [+ 2 D l= M Ud)
3 3thi0L B
where D° is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution, kBT is the thermal energy, d is 
the hydrodynamic diameter of a rod, and r|0 is the solvent viscosity. The end effect was 
first taken into account by Broersma. Broersma and Tirado-Garcia de la Torre. [15-17] 
treat the rod-like polymer as a smooth cylinder and a stack of rings composed of small 
beads, respectively, and give:
4
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where yj and y2 are the end effect corrections. D° by Broersma and Tirado et al. 
differs in the values o f yj and y2:
y! = -0.58 + 7.4(l/ln(2L/d) -  0.34)2 
y2 = 0.50 + 4.2(l/ln(2L/d) -0.39)2 (2a)
by Broersma for long rods of 9 < L/d < 400 with both ends closed with flat discs; and:
Yj = -0.207 + 0.98/(L/d) -  0.133/(L/d)2 
y2 = 0.839 + 0 .185/(L/d) + 0.233/(L/d)2 (2b)
by Tirado et al for 2 < L/d < 30 of short rods with flat ring ends. Yoshizaki and 
Yamakawa [18] add hemispherical caps at both ends of the cylinder. D° derived from 
their model is given by Norisuye [2]:
( 2 - r - l )  +1
7
(3)
D° of a rod-like polymer with finite flexibility is estimated by Yamakawa and Fujii [19] 
who model the semiflexible polymer as a wormlike cylinder and consider the 
persistence length p of the polymer when calculating D°.
Semidilute Solutions and the Tube Model
When 1/L3 «  v «  1/dL2, the rods overlap and provide constraints to each 
other. The solution is in the semidilute regime. DE have extended de Gennes' 
reptation concepts of flexible polymer solutions and melts to rods in this concentration 
regime and proposed a tube model to describe the translational movement o f a rod in 
semidilute solutions [8-10], According to their model, the transverse motion is totally 
hindered while the longitudinal motion is unaffected by the surrounding rods:
where Ds is the self-diffusion coefficient. Ds is independent of concentration in the 
semidilute regime. This result has been widely used in the subsequent theoretical 
studies of rod-like polymers.
Concentrated Solutions
Above v » l/(dL2), the rods in solution have the potential to align with each 
other and form a nematic phase.
1-1.2. Modified Tube Models
In its translational aspects, the DE theory is an ideal model and even its 
promoters saw the difficulties with it [10], The effect of finite diameter, hence the 
excluded volume, and that of flexibility of the molecules were not taken into 
consideration. Yet these factors are not avoidable in real polymer solutions.
(4)
Moreover, DE did not give predictions o f how the diffusion coefficient drops during 
the transition from a dilute to a semidilute solution.
Besides DE's original assumption for truly rigid rods, there are few models that 
have modified the reptation theory to accommodate the flexible nature o f rigid 
polymers encountered in real experiments. Semenov [20] has used a scaling argument 
to derive a self-diffusion equation for concentrated semiflexible polymer solutions in 
which the reptation tube diameter is less than two times the persistence length 2p. The 
solution is considered to be concentrated when l/(4Lp2) «  v «  l/2(Lpd). In this 
concentration region the diffusion coefficient of a semiflexible polymer is independent 
of concentration. Flexibility effect is expressed through the persistence length:
D = D° — (5)
L + 2p
He has not considered the less concentrated situations where the tube is not well 
formed.
Tinland, Maret and Rinaudo (TMR) [21] have also used the scaling argument 
and modified the reptation model to describe the concentration dependence o f Ds of an 
even more flexible polymer, the wormlike chain. They have divided the isotropic 
solutions into three regimes: dilute, semidilute and the concentrated. The semidilute 
and concentrated isotropic regimes defined here differ from those DE has described.
In the dilute solutions where the bending wormlike polymers are not overlapped, Ds 
simply follows the continuum expression. The crossover concentration from a dilute 
to a semidilute solution occurs when there is only one chain per molecular domain Rg3, 
where Rg is the radius of gyration of the wormlike polymer. In a semidilute solution, 
the diffusion coefficient depends on p, L and the concentration c:
9
D s oc p -5L2c~3 (6)
In the concentrated isotropic regime, the solution behaves similarly to the polymer 
melt so that the diffusion coefficient is no longer dependent on concentration again:
Equation (5) by Semenov converges to equation (7) in the L »  p limit. The 
crossover from the semidilute to the concentrated solution is the concentration at 
which the correlation length £ first becomes less than 2p and is proportional to p~2. 
1-1.3. Self-diffusion by Perturbed Green Function Methods
A few calculations have not assumed the tube model. The perturbed Green 
function describing the time evolution o f the configuration space probability density 
was first applied to a crowded rod solution by Edwards and Evans (EE) [22], They 
have presumed that in concentrated rod solutions when vdL2 > 1, Dy is also obstructed 
by the surrounding rods in addition to the confinement to Dj_. Finite rod diameter is
therefore considered. EE have even imagined that at a certain extreme concentration, 
instead of forming nematic phase the rod solution undergoes a glass transition due to 
the freezing of both Dj  ̂and Dy. A first order perturbed Green function method is used
to arrive at:
Ds = D° — 
L
(7)
D|| / Df = l-C ',(v d L 2)3/2 = l - C 1(v /v * )3/2 (8)
10
where Cj and Cj are numeric constants, and v* = 16/(7idL2) is the nematic transition 
number density predicted by Onsager [23],
Teraoka and Hayakawa [24, 25] have calculated the concentration dependence 
of Dj_. In a moderately concentrated region, the EE method is used to obtain D^.
Multiple intermolecular interactions at high concentration region was treated by a 
recurrence formula of the mean field Green function. The following relationship 
describes both low and high concentrations:
D± / D l  =[l + C2(vdL2) r 2 =[l + C2v /v * r 2 (9),
where C2 and C2 are prefactors. Here the unitless concentration vdL2 is used instead
of vL3 in the original paper.
Sato, Takada, and Teramoto [26, 27] have derived two equations for the 
concentration dependence of Djj. In their derivations the flexibility effect is taken into
consideration by averaging the internal motion of the rod over a certain time scale so 
that the bending rod is treated as a "fuzzy cylinder" whose length and diameter are 
then redefined. Assuming that the hindrance to the longitudinal motion o f a test rod is 
released only by the longitudinal motion of the surrounding rods, they have used the 
recurrence formula o f the perturbed mean field Green function method and extended 
the expression for Dj| to higher concentrations than EE have:
D j/D f  = ^ - ( l - C 3v /v * )2, (10)
where C3 is a numeric constant.
1-2. Experimental Studies of Rod-like Polymer Solutions 
1-2.1. Dynamic Light Scattering
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) has been used to study polymer solutions and it 
has contributed to our understanding o f the transport properties of dilute polymer 
solutions. However, in more concentrated polymer solutions, DLS cannot provide a 
direct comparison with, the above theories describing the dynamics o f a single rod-like 
molecule. This is because DLS measures the mutual (collective) diffusion coefficient 
Dm which is the mobility of a macromolecule when it moves collectively with the other 
molecules under the influence o f the driving force caused by local thermal fluctuations. 
The concentration dependence o f the mutual diffusion coefficient is a competitive 
interplay among the physical constraints, the hydrodynamic effect and the 
thermodynamic interactions. In a dilute rod solution Dm is either independent of 
concentration or slightly decreases with increasing concentration [28, 29], In more 
concentrated solutions Dm actually increases with concentrations [28-30], The 
interactions between polymer-polymer and polymer-solvent molecules impede the 
movement, while the thermodynamic restoring force against the concentration 
fluctuations increases with the concentration, leading to a faster Dm than that in the 
dilute solution [30], The mutual diffusion coefficient can be expressed as [7, 13, 28, 
30]:
Dm = (M / N ,d)(dK / ac)TfP(l -  *) / fm (12)
where M is the molecular weight, Na is Avogadro's number, (dn/dc)j P is the osmotic 
modulus representing the resistance o f the solution to thermal fluctuations, <J) is the 
polymer volume fraction, and fm is the mutual-friction factor.
12
The mutual-friction factor fm is different from the self-friction factor fs. The 
former characterizes the frictional force experienced by a molecule when it moves 
collectively with the other molecules so as to compensate for local concentration 
gradients caused by the thermal fluctuations. The latter is the frictional force applied 
to a single molecule as it moves alone under the random thermal force. The self­
diffusion coefficient Ds and the self-friction factor fs can be related by the Einstein 
formula:
Only at infinite dilution (drc/dc)T p = (RT)/M and fm = fs, the DLS measured Dm can 
be equated D° = Ds.
The thermodynamic factor in the mutual diffusion coefficient o f a rodlike 
polymer solution was first realized by Russo et al [30], The self-diffusion coefficient 
of a rodlike polymer can be approximated from the mutual diffusion coefficient by 
separating out this thermodynamic factor [20, 30, 32-34], Doi, Shimada, and Okano 
(DSO) derived the dynamic structure factor using a mean field approximation theory 
[32-34], According to this theory the concentration dependence o f the mutual 
diffusion coefficient is: Dm = Ds(l+8v/v*) [33], The mutual diffusion coefficient is 
later expressed as [28]:
(13)
Dm=-^(l-< |>)( l  + 8 v /V*)
J - t n111
(14)
Equation (14) can be obtained from equation (12) by replacing the osmotic modulus 
term with the formula [13, 28]:
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(drc/ac)T>p= — (l + 8v /v*) (15)
Equation (15) (DSO theory) was proved to be correct within -14%  by static light 
scattering (the term 1—<)> is neglected because it is close to 1) [28], The self-diffusion 
coefficient Ds can be approximated from DLS if and only if fm is close to fs: 
kBT / f m « k BT / f s = D s.
The osmotic modulus effect has been separated out from the mutual diffusion 
coefficient to obtain the ratio o f the thermal energy to the mutual-friction coefficient 
[28], The result is that (kBT/fm)/D° reduces to about 0.1 at high concentrations, which 
is not in agreement with the value of Ds/D° = 0.5 as predicted by Doi and Edwards for 
rodlike polymers[8-10]. This result has raised the questions of whether: (1) fm can be 
approximated by fs; and (2) the original DE theory is proper to describe the 
translational dynamics of a rod-like polymer solution.
Another dilemma related to DLS measurement is that equation (12) is not 
appropriate in concentrated solutions in which the macromolecules overlap with one 
another so that at finite scattering angle the measured D only reflects the cooperative 
fluctuations of local segments Dc [35], Under these circumstances, (d7t/dc)T p is 
related to the elastic modulus o f the overlapped network.
In summary, in non-dilute polymer solutions the mutual diffusion coefficient 
Dm measured by DLS is complicated by such factors as the thermal resistant force to 
concentration fluctuations (the osmotic modulus term), the mutual-friction coefficient 
fm that does not represent the frictional force of an individual molecule undergoing 
random motion and thus does not reflect the dynamics of a single rod. Alternative
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measuring methods o f the translational diffusion of a single rod-like molecule, i.e., the 
self-diffusion, are needed.
1-2.2. Self-diffusion Measurements
The self-diffusion of a colloidal particle, flexible polymers and few charged 
rigid polymers in solutions has been studied by DLS (tracer diffusion in ternary 
systems), forced Rayleigh scattering, pulsed field gradient NMR and fluorescence 
photobleaching recovery (FPR) techniques [5, 21, 36-42],
Wang et al. [42] reported the concentration (from 0.5 to 10 g/L) dependence
O
of the self-diffusion of a 150 base pair DNA fragment (L =525 A ) at three salt 
concentrations by forced Rayleigh scattering. At the same DNA concentrations, the 
self-diffusion coefficient is smaller at lower salt concentration than at higher salt 
concentrations. Ds decreases with concentration with the scaling exponent o f -0.5.
DE theory is considered not to be effective for this system.
Scalettar et al. [41] have also measured the concentration dependence o f Ds of 
a 50,000 base pair phage A, DNA (L=l75,000a ) at concentrations from 20 to 300 
mg/L by FPR. No dependence o f Ds on concentration can be deduced considering the 
large error bars.
Tinland et al. [21] have measured the concentration dependence o f Ds o f a
o
charged xanthan by FPR. The contour lengths range from 4 500 to 94 000 A , and the
o
persistence length p of this polymer is 450 A • Ds is independent of concentration at 
dilute solutions followed by a decrease with concentration with a scaling exponent of
-3 . The ratio Ds/D° in the most concentrated solutions ranges from 0.1 (the shortest
o o
polymer L = 4 500 A ) to 0.01 (the longest polymer L = 94 000 A)-
The above systems are o f charged macromolecules. Static electric effect can
complicate the interactions, though there is the advantage o f using DNA for
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experimental studies for its relative ease of obtaining a monodisperse sample. Except 
for the system studied by Wang et al. [42], the polymers are far from rigid. DNA is a
O
less rigid molecule than PBLG (the persistence length of DNA is about 560 A [7], but 
700 to 1400 A for PBLG). The DNA measured by Wang et al. [42] is about one 
persistence length but that by Scalettar et al. [41] is in fact a flexible polymer since L/p 
= 3125. The xanthans measured by Tinland et al. [21] have L/p ratios from 10 to 210, 
are bending wormlike polymers. Also, the concentration ranges studied by Wang et al. 
[42] and Scalettar et al. [41] are narrow, so it is difficult for these experiments to test 
the existent theoretical models on rod-like polymers.
1-3. Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery Measures the Self­
diffusion Coefficient 
Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery was developed in the 1970's to 
measure the diffusion of membrane lipids and proteins [43-45], Later this technique 
has been applied to study the diffusion properties of aqueous polymer solutions and 
colloid suspensions [21, 40, 46-49],
Unlike dynamic light scattering, FPR is an optical tracer method and detects 
the random motion, i.e., the mean-square displacement ^r2  ̂ of a dye attached polymer
molecule: ^r2 ̂  = 6Dst . The self-diffusion coefficient of the fluorescent molecule is
measured. Since the length scale probed by FPR (range from 9 to 25 pm in this study) 
is much larger than the molecular dimension and larger than the DLS measured length 
scale, the diffusion detected by FPR is in the macroscopic limit. The diffusion 
coefficient measured by FPR is therefore the self-translational-diffusion constant not 
contaminated with such factors as the osmotic modulus or rotational motion that are 
difficult to avoid in the light scattering experiment. The price is, since it is a tracer self
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measurement, the first step is to attach a fluorescent dye in such a way that the chain 
characteristics are not affected.
1-4. Objectives and Experimental Outline
The aim was to measure Ds of PBLG over a wide concentration and molecular 
weight ranges and to compare the experimental results with the available theories on 
rod-like and semiflexible polymer solutions. There has been no such experimental 
study reported so far.
As PBLG is not fluorescent, it is necessary to attach a fluorescent dye in order 
to do the FPR experiment. The amount of fluorescent dye used should allow FPR 
measurement to reach as low concentrations as possible, but at the same time the 
labeled PBLG should preserve the a-helical rod structure so that its solution 
equilibrium and dynamic properties are not changed from its unlabeled analog. Side 
chain labeling with fluorescein dye to replace a few of the benzyl groups along the 
PBLG backbone was found to be effective.
PBLG has distinguishable equilibrium properties such as specific second virial 
coefficient A2 values and a unique relationship between M and Rg. These properties 
are sensitive to the flexibility of a rodlike polymer [10], The equilibrium properties of 
the labeled PBLG were compared with those of their unlabeled analog to see if a 
possible structural change was caused by labeling. The absolute molecular weight Mw 
(weight average), the radius of gyration Rg (z-average), and the second virial 
coefficient A2 were obtained from static light scattering.
The dynamic properties in dilute solutions were characterized by dynamic light 
scattering and intrinsic viscosity ([r|]) measurements. The Mark-FIouwink relation 
([r|] = was employed to further examine possible structure changes to LPBLG
molecules caused by dye labeling. Practically, the coefficient a  is a sensitive indicator
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of the rigidity of certain polymers, a  = 0.5 for random coils and 1.8 for rods [10, 50- 
52], DLS was used to measure the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution (D qLS) by 
extrapolating Dm to zero concentration and this D°)LS was compared with the FPR 
measured diffusion coefficient at dilute concentrations. Another purpose of the DLS 
measurements was to analyze the polydispersities o f the labeled PBLG samples by 
inverse Laplace transformation o f the DLS autocorrelation functions.
PBLG is notorious for forming aggregates in many of its helicogenic solvents 
such as tetrahydrofuran (THF), chloroform and dioxane. One o f the few good 
helicogenic solvents for PBLG in which no aggregates form is DMF (as long as no 
moisture is present). DMF is ordinarily used in the studies of thermodynamic and 
dynamic properties of PBLG solutions. It is therefore a better recognized good 
solvent for PBLG than any other helicogenic solvents. Although pyridine is listed as 
another good helicogenic solvent [53], there have been few reports o f thermodynamic 
and dynamic studies of PBLG in pyridine solutions. Flory and Leonard [54] have 
measured partial pressures of PBLG in pyridine for volume fractions (J) from 0.6 to 1 
and found PBLG adopts helical conformation in these concentrated solutions. Doty 
et al. have studied the intrinsic viscosity of one molecular weight PBLG and found that 
PBLGs have identical intrinsic viscosities in both DMF and pyridine [50].
DMF should be ideal for thermodynamic and dynamic studies. However, in 
DMF the fluorescein labeled PBLG did not have the desired fluorescence intensity for 
the FPR experiment while the intensity was measurable in pyridine for LPBLG- 
232 000 concentration as low as 0.481% (this is the highest molecular weight; and the 
higher the molecular weight the lower concentrations should be reached to probe the 
dilute solution properties). Pyridine was therefore chosen as the alternative solvent for
labeled PBLG in FPR experiment. On the other hand, since PBLG did not scatter 
much light in pyridine solutions, DMF was used in light scattering measurements.
Intrinsic viscosities vs. molecular weights of LPBLG in pyridine were 
compared with those in DMF to see possible differences of these two solvents. The 
concentration at which liquid crystal phases start to appear (the "A point") is another 
criterion to test the solvent quality when the PBLG concentration is high since the "A 
point" is susceptible to flexibility, rod length and aggregation [19, 55-57], The "A 
point" of a LPBLG in pyridine was compared with the literature data o f PBLG in 
DMF [19] in which PBLG does not aggregate, and dioxane [55] in which PBLG is 
known to aggregate [53] to identify any aggregations in concentrated pyridine 
solutions.
Chapter II. Experimental 
II-l. Materials
Five PBLGs of different molecular weights were purchased from Sigma Inc. 
The manufacturer claimed molecular weights were 26 000 (Lot No.96F-5049), 42 000 
(Lot No. 32H5530), 66 000 (Lot No.34F-5004), 116 000 (Lot No.81H5550), and 
260 000 (Lot No. 85F-5020) g/mol. The PBLGs were used as received. The 
unlabeled polymers were named as the manufacturer specified molecular weights, the 
fluorescein labeled PBLGs were named after the Mw measured by static light 
scattering; see Table II-1.
PBLG-26 000, PBLG-42 000, and PBLG-116 000 were labeled with 5-((5- 
aminopentyl)thioureidyl) fluorescein dye (fluorescein cadaverine; Molecular Probes 
Inc., Cat No. A-456). A few o f the side chain benzyl groups along the backbone were 
replaced by the amine group on the dye as shown in Scheme. II-1; see Table II-1 for 
calculated stoichiometric ratios o f dye to polymer.
- fN H -C H -C O ln - tN H -C H -C O ls -  
(CH2)2 (CH2)2
c=o c=o





Scheme I. Labeling of PBLG with fluorescein cadaverine dye
Table II-1. Characteristics of PBLG and LPBLG.
Sigma Mw [ri] o f PBLG in ft]  o f PBLG in [t|] o f LPBLG stoichiometric No. of Mw of LPBLG Mw/M n L = A2 o f LPBLG
specified DMF at 25°C pyridine at in DMF at ratio o f dyes/ repeat (g mol'1) (Mw/219) (10"4 cm3 mol/g2;
(g mol"1) (dl g'1 ) 25°C  
(dl g '1)
25°C polymer units/dye
x 1 .5 (a )
(dl g"1)
26 000 0.105 ± 0 .001 0.114 ± 0 .001 0.7 119 20 000 ± 1000 137 4.39±0.31
42 000 0.228 + 0.001 0.233 ± 0 .0 0 2 0.229 ± 0 .001 1.1 174 36 000 ± 1000 1.2 246 3.59±0.25
116 000 1 .2 3 + 0 .0 2 1.33 ± 0 .0 1 1.33 ± 0 .0 1 5.0 106 103 000 ± 7000 1.0 705 3.24±0.23
260 000 2.72 ± 0 .0 2 2.96 ± 0.06 2.83 ± 0 .0 4 3.5 339 232 000 ±  15 000 1.3 1589 2.29±0.16




One gram of PBLG was dissolved in 20 ml pyridine. Fluorescein cadaverine 
dye was also dissolved in pyridine to make an approximately 3 mg/ml solution. The 
dye solution was added dropwise slowly to the PBLG solutions under dry N2 at room 
temperature. The containers were wrapped with aluminum foil to isolate them from 
light and the reactions were allowed to proceed for about 10 days under dry N2.
Reacted solutions were then concentrated by blowing filtered N2 over them (the 
condensed solutions contained about 50-60% polymers; this would greatly reduce 
losses when precipitating the polymers from the solutions). Labeled PBLG was 
precipitated by adding water to the condensed solution and enfolded in a 0.1 pm 
polyethylene filter membrane (Nuclepore, SN: 182105, Lot # 83K2B20) for free dye 
washing. Unreacted dye was first extracted by methanol in a Soxhlet extractor at 
about 60 °C for about 6 days. The labeled polymers were then dissolved in 20-30 ml 
dioxane again and reprecipitated with methanol repeatedly until the solvent rinse was 
no longer fluorescent when inspected in an epi-fluorescence microscope with an 
illuminating wavelength of 488nm. The labeled PBLGs were then vacuum dried at 
about 60 °C. In order to remove any dust (either from the as-purchased samples or 
introduced in the labeling process), the polymers were redissolved in about 20 ml 
tetrohydrofuran and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 4 hours. Labeled PBLGs were again 
concentrated by blowing filtered N2 and precipitated by adding water to the solutions, 
vacuum dried, and stored at below 0 °C until ready for FPR measurements.
PBLG-260 000 was labeled by Debbie Tipton by a process similar to that 
described above; intrinsic viscosity o f this unlabeled PBLG-260 000 was also 
measured by Debbie Tipton. PBLG-66 000 was labeled by Dr. loan Negulescu by a 
two step reaction as shown in Scheme II, and unreacted free dye washing operations 
were similar to those described above.
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Scheme II. A two step reaction of labeling PBLG with FITC
Anhydrous pyridine was purchased from Aldrich (catalog No. 27,097-0, 
Aldrich Sure/Seal). Since the absence of moisture from the PBLG solutions was 
crucial for self-diffusion coefficient measurements, pyridine was from newly opened 
bottles when the PBLG solutions were made. The remaining unused pyridine was 




II-2.1. Static Light Scattering
The labeled PBLGs were measured by static light scattering in DMF (Aldrich 
Catalog No. 22,705-6) which was dedusted by filtering it through a 0.2 pm Acrodisc 
polytetrafluoroethylene syringe filter (GelmanSciences, Catalog No. 4225) under Ar.
A stock solution was made by dissolving the labeled PBLG in the dedusted DMF. The 
stock solution was centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 18-24 hours to remove dust. For each 
molecular weight LPBLG, six concentrations were made by adding the stock solutions 
to the dedusted DMF in pre-cleaned Pyrex tubes (13x100 mm, Science Products, Cat. 
No. 9826-13); see table A-l for concentrations used in light scattering measurements. 
The solutions were topped with Ar and sealed with Teflon faced screw caps.
Since the labeled polymers were fluorescent, it was impossible to do light 
scattering measurements with an 488 or 514.5 nm Ar+ laser line due to serious thermal 
lensing effects. Static light scattering experiments were performed by a 632.8 nm 
Helium-Neon laser (Spectra-Physics Stabilite Inc., model 124 B). The laser beam was 
focused into the sample cell immersed in a temperature controlled toluene index 
matching bath (for reducing stray light). The aperture/pinhole setting was 1000/1000. 
The scattered intensity was detected by an EMI-9863A/100 photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
and collected by a photometer (Pacific Precision, Model 126), Langley-Ford Model 
1096 correlator set in photo count mode. The specific refractive index increment dn/dc 
at Xa = 632.8 nm was found from previous study o f unlabeled PBLG in DMF solutions 
[28] to be 0.118 ± 0.004 at 25 °C. The Rayleigh factor for toluene standard at 90° 
scattering angle and X0 = 632.8 nm, Rstandard(90), was 14.02 x 10~6 cm-1 at 25 °C. The 
sample scattered intensities \{0) were collected at angles from 30-120°. Measurements
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were at 40.0 ± 0.2 °C. The Raleigh factor o f the sample at each angle R(ff) and Rgtandard 
were related to the sample scattered light l{9) by:
R{@) ~ Iso lv e n t(0 ] 'S in # [ f? s ta n d a rd (9 O y is ta n d a rd (9 O )] '[n standardA1sam ple]m
where l{0) was the scattered intensity at angle 6, Istandard the intensity of the toluene 
standard at 90° scattering angle, n the refractive index of the corresponding material 
and m was the beam correction factor and was 1 in the present settings. Zimm plots 
were from analysis of the saved data with a program ZIMM based on the equation:
Mw, Rg and A2 could be obtained from the Zimm plot. See figures A-l (a)-(e) for the 
Zimm plots o f the LPBLGs.
II-2.2. Dynamic Light Scattering
The same samples used for static light scattering were also measured by 
dynamic light scattering using a similar apparatus but different optical settings and an 
ALV 5000 correlator. As in static light scattering, the sample cell was immersed in a 
toluene index matching bath to reduce stray light. LPBLG-103 000 solutions were 
measured at 6 scattering angles (from 20° to 45°). The rest o f the LPBLG samples 
were only measured at 30°. Measurements were at 40.0 ± 0.2°C. The ALV software 
was set for 60-120 short runs with the delay time of each run of about 20 seconds. 
These runs were summed by the program ALVAN. Each run was examined for 
consistency in terms of intensity ( and intensity distribution), the shape and baseline of 
the intensity autocorrelation function prior to averaging. Dust infected runs were 
excluded. The average decay rate T was obtained from a third order cumulant fit of
1 6 ? rn
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the first cumulant o f the averaged normalized electric field autocorrelation function 
g(1)0 ):
g 0 ) ( ^  =  e x p ( r  r)
and: lng^^z) = - T t + n 2-fil2 -  ju3t3/6 + •••,
— c h n g ^ ir )  — 2where T = - [ ------- — — ] . Dm was calculated from the formula F = Dmq where q
dr
is the scattering vector; higher order terms were considered not to be important at the 
wavelength and angles measured (since qL <1).
II-2.3. Polydispersity Analysis
Polydispersity analysis was from Laplace inversion of by the CONTIN 
program. Due to polydispersity, g(')(x) will be represented approximately by: 
g(b(r) = £  A ;exp(-^j z) « j A jexp(” yi r) where Aj is the scattering amplitude for the
ith component and proportional to weight/volume concentration and molecular weight, 
modified by the particle form factor which is a function o f the product of q and the 
length: Aj = C;M;P(qLj). The decay rate yj is related to molecular weight via the 
diffusion coefficient, Yj =q2Dj, where the D vs. M relationship for PBLG in DMF at 
40 °C is: Dc = [(2.75 ± 1.7) x 10’3]M'°-78 ±0-05 [58], Thus, the distribution o f c vs. M 
can be obtained. The distribution was unimodal for all the labeled polymers. The 
measured distribution was probably a little broader than the actual one, since CONTIN 
does not return a single exponential even for a purely monodisperse sample. Even so, 




Intrinsic viscosities were measured under filtered dry N2 atmosphere with a 
Cannon Ubbelohde viscometer immersed in a temperature controlled water bath.
Solvent flow times were about 240 seconds. The measurements were at 25.0 ± 0.2 °C.
II-2.5. Sample Preparation for FPR Measurements
The solutions were made starting from the most concentrated isotropic 
solutions (immediately below the concentrations that liquid crystal phases could be 
observed), stirred at about 60 °C until homogeneously dissolved. After the FPR 
measurements had been finished at each concentration, solvent was added to the stock 
solution to make a more dilute solution. The PBLG/pyridine solutions were made in 
weight fraction w2 and later converted into other concentration units with the partial 
specific volume 0 2 being 0.791 ml/g (this value for PBLG in DMF was assumed 
accurate for pyridine) and pyridine density pj 0.978 g/ml, respectively. It is reported 
that the partial specific volume of PBLG is not sensitive to the kind of solvent used 
[54, and the refs, therein]. Concentration c in g/ml was calculated by:
w 2c ~   — ; (16),
( 1 - w 2)/p i + w2u2
volume fraction <j> was from: <]> = ---------------- —  (17),
(1 — w 2) / p, + w 2u 2
cN
and number density v: v = — -  (18).
M,„
Dilute solutions were loaded in 0.2 mm path-length microslides 
(Vitrodynamics) by capillarity; vacuum was applied when loading concentrated
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solutions. The loaded samples were flame sealed at both ends o f the microslides and 
measured immediately to guard against possible defects in the glass seals.
II-2.6. FPR Experiment
The FPR instrument is principally similar to that Lanni and Ware described [59, 
60], A strong laser beam bleaches fluorophores in the unblocked portions of the 
sample to make a square wave pattern of spacing L. A moving square wave pattern of 
the same spacing L translating at a constant speed is projected into the sample to 
produce a modulated triangle wave signal. As the sample diffuses, the bleached 
pattern fades away with time, t. The envelope o f the modulated signal decays with 
time. The decay rate of the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic frequency is 
proportional to the self-diffusion coefficient o f the fluorescent diffusers [59, 60]:
E (t) = E (0 )e-DK 1 and F = DK2, where K is the wave vector of the fundamental 
frequency, K = 2%!L.
The FPR instrument is shown in figure II-1. A coarse grating, the Ronchi 
Ruling (RR; Edmund, Inc.) was placed at the rear focal plane o f an Olympus epi- 
fluorescence microscope. The translational motion of the RR was achieved by 
mounting it to a bidirectional worm gear. The gear was driven by a dc motor. The 
spacing L of the square wave image could be changed by either using a different 
spaced RR (50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300 lines/inch) or a different microscope objective 
(4x, 7x, lOx, or 18x). A 1.5 watts (480 nm) Excel 3000 Ar laser was used for both 
illuminating and bleaching as controlled by an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) 
modified by radio frequency to reduce the intensity contrast o f the bleaching and 
illuminating beams. The intensity ratio of the illuminating and bleaching beams was 
approximately 1:2000. The bleached image was focused onto the photocathode of a 
RCA 7265 PMT. The electronic signal was first sent to a preamplifier (SR560,
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Stanford Research Inc.) and then a tuned amplifier so that only the fundamental 
frequency was amplified. The bleaching process as well as the dc motor and the 
shutter were controlled by a computer through a data acquisition board (IBM) that 
also transformed the dc and amplified ac signal into digital data. The data could be 
stored on a floppy disk for further analysis.
The decay rate T was obtained by a non linear least square fit o f the decaying 
peak ac voltage curve with a floating baseline (by a computer program ANSCAN).
Most of the samples were measured at several K settings. The diffusion coefficient Ds 
was from the slope of a linear least square fit of the T vs. K2 plot. For a few of very 
dilute samples, because the fluorescent intensity was weak and the molecules diffused 
fast, an 18x objective and 50 lines/inch RR were used to gather more fluorescent 
intensity and to read enough points in order to obtain a reasonably good signal. These 
samples were therefore only measured at this single K setting for several runs. The 
diffusion coefficient was calculated according to the relationship Ds = T/K2.
Less than 10% of dye molecules were bleached to create the fringe pattern. 
Microslides o f both 0.2 mm and 0.4 mm path-lengths were used for 7.93% LPBLG- 
232 000/pyridine solution to examine any effect of the pathlength on the measured 
diffusion coefficient, since this was the highest molecular weight PBLG measured and 
it was a typical solution from which nonexponential decaying peak ac signal was 
noticed (see Result and Discussion). The diffusion coefficients measured from both 
kinds of cells are the same within error ((1.5 + 0.1) x 10“8 cm2/s for 0.2 mm cell, (1.4 
±0.1) x 10-8 cm2/s for 0.4 mm cell) suggesting that the thickness of the 0.2 mm path­
length used throughout the measurements was large enough that the movement of the 
polymer was not impeded by the microslide wall. All FPR measurements were at 25.0 
± 0.2 °C. FPR experimental errors were about 10% for dilute LPBLG/pyridine
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solutions due to weak fluorescence intensity and 2-5%  in more concentrated 
solutions.
II-3. Characterization of the Labeled PBLG and the Quality of
Pyridine as a Solvent
Intrinsic viscosities of both labeled and unlabeled PBLGs were measured in 
DMF; see figure A-2 (a)-(e) for unlabeled PBLG and figure A-3 (a)-(d) for labeled 
PBLG. Intrinsic viscosities of three molecular weight PBLGs were also measured in 
pyridine; see figure A-4 (a)-(c). Intrinsic viscosity results are summarized in table II- 
1. Figure II-2 is the logarithm of [r|] against log Mw. Concentrations at which 
LPBLG/pyridine solutions started to form liquid crystal phases (the "A point") are 
given in figure II-3.
Except for LPBLG-89 000, intrinsic viscosities of the labeled PBLG were 1- 
10% higher than those of the unlabeled ones (see Table II-l). Mark-Houwink 
coefficients a were 1.35 ± 0.08 and 1.36 ± 0.097, for unlabeled and labeled PBLG in 
DMF solutions respectively (PBLG-66,000 and LPBLG-89 000 were not taken into 
account). K  values were 6.8 ± 0.4 dl/g for both labeled and unlabeled PBLG in DMF. 
The K  and a values of both labeled and unlabeled PBLGs in DMF solutions were 
identical within experimental error and were in agreement with that measured by Doty 
et al. [50] of PBLG in DMF solutions (a linear fit of their data on log-log scales gave 
a = 1.33 ± 0.07 and K  = 6.8 + 0.4 dl/g). This suggested that the labeling process had 
not affected the backbone structure of PBLG and the labeled PBLGs preserved the 
stiffness o f a-helix in DMF solutions, though both unlabeled and labeled PBLGs were 
by no means perfectly rigid rods.
LPBLG-89 000 was heavily labeled, its [q] was more than doubled, and the 
Mw of this labeled sample was 89 000, much higher than Sigma specified. All the
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measured results from this molecular weight sample are therefore only listed as 
reference without further analysis to avoid any possible misleading information.
Intrinsic viscosities of PBLG-42 000, PBLG-116 000, PBLG-260 000 in 
pyridine solutions were 4-7%  percent higher than in DMF solutions; see table II-1. K  
and a values were 6.9 ± 0.9 dl/g and 1.4 ± 0.2 respectively from a linear fit of 
l°g[r|] against log Mw. The volume fractions <j> at which the labeled PBLGs started to 
form liquid crystal phases in pyridine solutions, as observed between a cross polarized 
optical microscope, were in agreement with the "A points" of PBLG in DMF solutions 
described by Kubo and Ogino [19], but the "A points" are higher than PBLG in 
dioxane [55], PBLG is known to form end-to-end aggregates in dioxane. The 
intrinsic viscosities and the "A points" of PBLG in pyridine solutions indicated that 
pyridine, similar to DMF, was a good helicogenic solvent for PBLG.
To further examine the quality of pyridine as a solvent at high concentrations 
and to see if there is aggregation caused by whatever reason, i.e., worse solvent, high 
concentrations or absorption of moisture during the sample handling, a series of high 
concentration LPBLG-103 000/pyridine solutions were measured by FPR at 62 °C.
At temperatures far below 62 °C(at about 40 °C), the white aggregate formed by 
adding a drop of water to the solutions would melt and yield clear solutions. The Ds 
data were scaled by D° calculated by Kirkwood-Riseman formula at the 
corresponding temperatures and solvent viscosities. The results are shown in figure II- 
4 together with the Ds/D° at 25 °C. The data of both high and low temperatures fall 
on the same curve almost quantitatively. This set of measurements showed that 
temperature reversible aggregation was absent at 25 °C during the FPR measurements.
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Figure II-3. "A point" of LPBLG/pyridine solutions, and literature "A points" of PBLG in 
DMF [19] and dioxane solutions [55], "A points" of LPBLG/pyridine were in agreement 
with those of PBLG in DMF. PBLG is known to form end to end aggregates in dioxane 
solutions, resulting in lower "A points" [53]
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Figure II-4. The agreement of Ds/D° at 62°C and 25°C suggests the absence of temperature 
reversible aggregation at 25°C.
Chapter III. Results and Discussion
Weight-averaged molecular weights Mw, polydispersities, and second virial 
coefficients A2 of LPBLGs are listed in Table II-1. The rod contour length L was 
calculated from Mw with the molecular weight and the length of a single repeat unit
O
along the rod axis being 219 g/mol and 1.5 a  respectively. The hydrodynamic
O
diameter of LPBLG, d = 20 A was used in calculating the normalized concentrations; 
see below.
Figure III-l shows decaying peak ac signals and the associated F vs. K2 plots of 
(a) 29.24% LPBLG-20 000, (b) 12.32% LPBLG-103 000 and (c)10.14% LPBLG- 
232 000 pyridine solutions. The FPR peak ac decay signals could normally be fit fairly 
well by single exponential functions even when the concentrations were high (see figure
III-1(a) and (b)), and the corresponding T vs. K2 plots had zero intercepts. The zero 
intercept, within error, of the F vs. K2 plots indicated the absence of any non-diffusive 
modes such as chemical recovery, convection and aggregation. The decaying FPR peak 
ac signal of LPBLG-232 000 could be fit by a single exponential function at low 
concentrations, but at high concentrations (see figure III-1(c)) the peak ac signal began 
to show apparently two exponential behaviors. Nevertheless, single exponential fittings 
still gave linear dependencies o f T  on K2 and zero intercepts; and the slopes, representing 
the apparent Ds, decreased with increasing PBLG concentrations when single 
exponential fittings were used. The data were therefore first analyzed by single 
exponential fit routines, and the question of non-exponentiality will be reserved for later 
discussion (see section III-7. Non-exponential Behavior o f FPR Peak ac Signals).
FPR measured self-diffusion coefficients of LPBLGs in pyridine solutions are 
shown in figure III-2 (a)-(e) together with the DLS measured mutual diffusion 
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Figure III-1 (a). FPR peak ac signal of 29.24% LPBLG-20,000/pyridine solution. The
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Figure III-1 (b) FPR peak ac signal of 12.32% LPBLG-103 000/pyridine solution. The 
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Figure III-1(c). FPR peak ac signal of 10.14% LPBLG-232 000 in pyridine solutions. 
Non-exponential behavior becomes more apparent than at lower concentrations or lower 
molecular weight LPBLGs. The decay curve was fit by a 2-exponential function better than a 
single exponential function. The inset shows that a 1-exponential fit still gives a linear 
dependence of F on K2.
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The low concentration limit o f FPR measurement was set by the solution fluorescence 
intensity required for reasonably good peak ac signals; the high concentration limit 
was the isotropic solution immediately before liquid crystal phases could be observed 
between crossed polars in an optical microscope (see Table A-l and A-2 for 
summaries of the concentrations at which Dm and Ds were measured respectively).
The zero concentration diffusion coefficient by FPR, D PPR, was from linear 
regression o f Ds in the dilute plateau areas. Dm was measured at 40 °C in DMF and 
corrected to 25 °C using the viscosities of DMF (0.00680 g/cm-s) at 40 °C [from 
Dupont Dimethylformamide Data Sheet] and pyridine (0.00884 g/cm-s) at 25 °C [from 
Beilsteins Handbunch der Organischen Chemie, reference No. 20,181], Dm increased 
with concentration. The zero concentration diffusion coefficient by DLS, D PLS, was 
obtained by extrapolating the Dm values from the measured concentrations to zero 
concentration. Figure III-3 shows that D PPR agrees with D ^ ls within experimental 
error, suggesting that the samples were labeled. D PPR was therefore used as the zero 
concentration D°. The theoretically calculated zero concentration diffusion coefficient 
values by equations 1 to 3 are also plotted in figure III-3.
Figure III-4 shows the Ds of five LPBLGs against the concentration c on log- 
log scales. The similar trend in concentration dependence of the Ds o f different 
molecular weight LPBLGs suggested that they might be superimposed on a single 
curve if their diffusion coefficients and concentrations were normalized (or scaled).
The diffusion coefficients at different concentrations can be normalized by the 
diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution, D°, which is quite conventional in the 
experimental studies of the dynamics of polymer solutions [10], For random coiled 
flexible polymers the ratioing factors of the concentration axis are not necessarily 
physically significant [4, 5]; but for a nearly rodlike LPBLG with a better defined 
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Figure III-4. Self-diffusion coefficient of five molecular weight LPBLG against the 
concentration c (in g/ml) on log-log scales. The arrows mark the concentrations 
at which Ds starts to decrease.
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Figure III-5 and figure III-6 give the normalized diffusion coefficient against 
the normalized concentration. Figure III-5(a) shows (D s/D °)PBlg  vs- vdL2 or v/v*.
The reduced concentrations vdL2, v/v* and cj)(L/d) are proportional to the number 
density v scaled by L-2 and they differ only by numerical factors. In figure III-5(a) the 
diffusion coefficient data of long LPBLGs could almost follow a single curve, but the 
scaling worsened for short LPBLGs. Considering the large volume fraction of the 
concentrated isotropic solutions for short LPBLGs (e.g., for LPBLG-20 000 <j> could 
be as high as 0.3), the reduction in solvent mobility could affect the diffusion of 
LPBLGs. In figure III-5(b) the (Ds/D°)pBLG *s therefore corrected by (Ds/D0)soiveni to 
take into account this effect. (Ds/D°)solvent data are from refs.481 and 61 on diffusion 
of DMF in PBLG/DMF solutions by NMR measurements and replotted in figure III-7. 
For large molecular weight samples such as LPBLG-232 000 and 103 000, correction 
by the reduction in solvent mobility had minor effect on the (D s/D °)LPBlg  since the 
volume fraction o f long LPBLGs in concentrated isotropic solutions were less than 
0.11 and the decrease in (Ds/D°)solvent was not significant until higher concentrations 
were reached; see figure III-7. In figure III-5(b), (Ds/D0)pBLGAPs/D0)solvent of all five 
molecular weight LPBLGs could be better scaled on a single curve than the 
(D s/D ° )Pblg  in figure III-5(a). Figure III-5(c) is figure III-5(b) plotted on a log-log 
scale. In figure III-6 normalizing the number density v by L-3 could not superimpose 
the different molecular weight diffusion coefficient curves, suggesting that the 
concentration regimes assumed by DE [8-10] should be redefined for isotropic 
LPBLG/pyridine solutions.
According to the concentration dependence of their diffusion coefficients, 
short LPBLG/pyridine solutions (LPBLG-20 000 and LPBLG-36 000) had two isotropic 
concentration regimes, long LPBLG/pyridine solutions had a third concentration zone 
besides the above two regimes; see both figure III-4 and III-5. In the following 
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Figure III-5(a). Reduced diffusion coefficient Ds/D° of labeled PBLG in pyridine
solutions are plotted against the reduced concentration v/v* or vdL2. All execept 
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Figure III-5(b). Reduced diffusion coefficients Ds/D° of LPBLG in pyridine solutions 
are ratioed by the reduced solvent diffusion coefficients Ds/D° (DMF in PBLG 
/DMF solutions) from refs. 48 and 61 and plotted against the reduced concentration 
v/v* or vdL2. See text. The diffusion data of all five LPBLGs can well be scaled 
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Figure III-5(c). Same as figure III-5(b) but on semilogarithmic scales.
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Figure III-6. Reduced diffusion coefficient Ds/D° of LPBLGs in pyridine solutions is
plotted against the reduced concentration vL3. Using such scaled concentration 
could not superimpose the diffusion coefficient of different molecular weight LPBLGs, 
suggesting that the DE proposed concentration regimes fro rodlike polymer solutions 
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Figure III-7. Concentration dependence of solvent (DMF) diffusion coefficient in PBLG/DMF 
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In regime I, Ds did not change within experimental error. It was not until v/v* « 0.2 
(or vdL2 « 1) that Ds began to decrease and LPBLG solutions went into regime II. In 
between 0.2 < v/v* < 1 Ds decreased to about 0. ID0. Above v/v* « 1 short 
LPBLG's went into anisotropic liquid crystal phases, but the solutions of long 
LPBLG's remained isotropic and their Ds again became less concentration dependent 
to until the anisotropic phases were reached. This extended, isotropic, long LPBLG 
solution region is regime III. The appearance of regime III varied with the LPBLG 
molecular weights: it was wide for long LPBLGs, narrow for short ones but did not 
exist at all for the two shortest LPBLGs measured.
III-l. Diffusion of LPBLG in Dilute Solutions (Regime I)
The theoretical D° values (see figure III-3) by KR (equation 1) and Broersma 
(equation (2a)) are almost identical. So are the ones by Tirado-Garcia de la Torre 
(equation (2b)) and Yoshizaki -Yamakawa (equation (3)); but D° of short rods as 
calculated by the latter two groups is faster than that computed by the former. The 
negligible difference between equation (2b) and equation (3) indicates that the shapes 
of the rod end (flat discs or hemispheres) do not measurably affect the translational 
diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution. Both D PPR and D qLS o f LPBLG-20 000 
agreed well with the calculated D° by equations (2b) and (3) but were larger than 
equation (1) and equation (2a) have predicted. D PPR and D PLS of LPBLG-36 000 
and 103 000 fitted equation (1) and (2a) better than equation (2b) and equation (3). 
For a longer rod, LPBLG-232 000, D PPR and Dp)LS could be fit by the various 
calculated converging curves.
III-2. Crossover Concentrations
The crossover concentrations from regime I to II, c+, at which Ds started to 
decrease are marked by arrows in figure III-4 and plotted together with the inverted 
intrinsic viscosity, l/[r|], against Mw in figure III-8. Inverted intrinsic viscosities could
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approximately match c+. These crossover concentrations seemed also to depend on 
the anisotropic characteristics o f the PBLG molecules: transition vL3 values increased 
with the rod lengths (see figure XII-6 and table III-l). For short LPBLG-20 000 Ds 
started to decrease when a volume of L3 contained less than 6 rods, while longer 
LPBLG-232 000 could accommodate as many as 75 rods/L3 before Ds was reduced. 
Using such unitless concentrations as v/v*, vdL2 or <j)(L/d), however, gave almost 
consistent crossover points for all molecular weight LPBLGs (see table III-l). It is 
interesting to note that the crossover number density v = 0.8d_1L~2 is exactly the 
inverse of the excluded volume of a rod.
HI-3. Comparison with the Doi and Edwards Tube Theory
Ds started to decrease at vdL2 « 0.8 when the excluded volume effect became 
important; see figure III-5. This concentration was higher than the DE defined 
semidilute regime, L”3 «  v «  d-1L-2, in which the tube model becomes effective and 
Ds is predicted to drop to 0.5D°. The insensitivity o f Ds to LPBLG concentrations in 
dilute solutions to until vdL2 « 0.8 has not been identified before by DLS studies on 
translational diffusion coefficient [28, 30], nor by Brownian dynamics simulations [62, 
63], However, both the present results and the rotational diffusion measurements of 
PBLG in solutions by Zero and Pecora [64] have shown signs o f delayed Ds reduction. 
Tracer diffusion of DMF solvent in PBLG solutions also reflects the late reduction of 
Ds of PBLG with concentration [48, 61]: the diffusion coefficient o f solvent DMF 
does not decrease until the PBLG volume fraction <j) is above 0.05. No theories are 
available to explain the late transition o f the translational diffusion coefficient but the 
Fixman model [65, 66] of the concentration dependence of rotational diffusion 
coefficient may shed some light on it. Fixman has presumed an alternative mechanism 
to the DE tube model.





v V vdL2 v/v*
20 000 0.088 0.076 6 0.86 0.17
36 000 0.044 0.043 11 0.87 0.17
66 000 0.014 0.018 28 0.74 0.14
103 000 0.008 0.017 35 0.98 0.19
232 000 0.004 0.007 75 0.92 0.18
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Fixman has considered the repulsive force among the rods that could cause the rods to 
move fast on short times to dissipate the free energy stored in the incipiently crowded 
neighbors of the test rods, leading to a possibly delayed congestion. Flexibility could 
also contribute to the delayed transition considering the large number o f rods in a 
volume L~3.
At vdL2 « 4 (v/v* « 0.8) Ds/D° was reduced to about 0.1, much lower than 
DE have predicted. LPBLG-20 000 and 36 000 went into liquid crystal phases; longer 
LPBLGs remained isotropic but Ds/D° became less dependent on both the rod length 
and the concentration (regime III). This quality was what the tube model for a rigid 
rod has assumed [10], but the magnitude of Ds/D° was smaller than predicted. The 
possibility that flexibility or aggregation could cause such a large decrease in Ds was 
reduced by the fact that Ds of all five LPBLGs dropped to the same extent. Equation 
5 by Semenov [67], which takes the flexibility effect into account gives Ds/D° from 
about 0.5 for short LPBLG-20 000 to 0.25 for long LPBLG-232 000, all higher than 
the measured Ds/D° values.
III-4. Scaling Behaviors
Two different power law analyses were carried out. First in experimental 
studies of concentration and molecular weight dependence of binary and ternary 
polymer solutions, it is customary to use a power law fit of Ds against concentration or 
molecular weight directly. The problem with this fitting method is that at a certain 
concentration the different molecular weight polymer solutions may fall in different 
dynamic regimes. For example for LPBLG/pyridine solutions at c = 0.033 g/ml (see 
figure III-4) Ds of LPBLG-20 000 was dilute and independent of c (regime I), 
LPBLG-103 000 was in the rapid Ds decreasing region (regime II), and LPBLG- 
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Figure III-8. Crossover concentrations c+ at which Ds started to decrease are compared 
with the inverted intrinsic viscosities.
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Thus the slopes o f power law fit of Ds vs. Mw (see figure III-9) at 7 concentrations 
first increased with c and then decreased slightly with c. From the above fit it was 
difficult to extract consistent information about the molecular weight dependence of 
Ds at different concentrations.
Another way of doing the scaling analysis was to use the master curve of figure 
III-5(b) and (c). The advantage o f this plot was that it brought the LPBLG rods of 
different lengths into the same dynamic scaling regimes. Fitting the concentration 
dependence o f Ds in regime II gave: (Ds/D°)pdi (y(D/D 0)soivent ~ (vdL2)-113 ± 0 04.
Since we had the relation D° ~ L~0-7 from the previous fit and v =cNa/Mw,
Ds ~ c-1 •13 ± o o4L-1.8 ± o. i The scaling exponent on L was close to -2 , which was the 
predicted result for reptation of random coil polymers. However, as mentioned in the 
Introduction, rod-like polymers have less tendency to entangle with one another and 
later analysis (see next section) will show that the test LPBLG rod would be trapped in 
an anisotropic cage so that both its longitudinal and transverse diffusions were 
retarded by the surrounding rods. An exponent o f -2  does not necessarily mean a rod 
reptates through the other rods.
Although the isotropic LPBLG/pyridine solutions had three concentration 
regimes as predicted by Tinland et al. [21], their scaling theory could not explain well 
the behaviors of LPBLG/pyridine in either regime II or III. In their semidilute 
solutions, equation (6) gives a much faster decrease of Ds with increasing 
concentration than observed for LPBLG in regime II. This is because they have 
assumed the polymers to be much less rigid than LPBLGs when formulating their 
equations for the wormlike xanthan. LPBLGs do not satisfy the conditions on which 
the TMR assumed semidilute regime is effective: when Ds started to decrease the 
correlation length of LPBLG, £, « Rg, could not be »  2p. Thus, PBLG did not have 
the random walk relationship between ^ and the number of segments inside a blob.
The assumption that the wormlike polymer in concentrated solution may behave like a
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melt is also questionable to apply to regime III o f LPBLG solutions even though they 
predicted an unchanged Ds in the similar regime.
III-5. Comparison with the Green Function Method Calculated Ds
Considering the significance of the excluded volume effect and the magnitude
by which Ds is reduced, one may assume that the longitudinal motion Dy is also
affected by the surrounding rods. The reduction of Dy was estimated by combining
equations (8) and (10) respectively with equation (9) using the relationship 
2Dj_ +D|i 
Ds = -----   1 to give:
Ds / D ° = i [ l - C 1(v/v*)3/2] + ̂ (l + C2v / v * r 2 (19)
for perturbed Dy by Edwards-Evans [22] and a more strongly perturbed D± by 
Teraoka-Hayakawa [24]; and
Ds /D ° = - i ( l - C 3v /v * )2 +^-(l + C2v /v * )-2 (20)
for both strongly perturbed Dy by Sato et al. [26, 27, 68] and D± by Teraoka- 
Hayakawa. The numeric factor C) in equation (19) is from the Dy term by Edwards 
and Evans; C3 in equation (20) is from the Dy term by Sato et al.; C2 in equation (19) 
and (20) refers to the same term, i.e., contribution from the perpendicular term by 
Teraoka and Hayakawa. Equations (19) and (20) were fit to figure III-5(b) in the Ds 
strongly concentration dependent region of 0.2 < v/v* < 0.8 (the plateau region was 
deducted by subtracting 0.18 from v/v* before fitting the experimental curve by 
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Figure III-9. Dependence of self diffusion coefficient on molecular weight at different 
concentrations c.
Equation (19) could fit the initial Ds decreasing part but at higher concentrations it 
became less concentration dependent than the FPR measured data, and the fitting 
parameters were: C2 = 9.3 ± 1.4 and Cx = 0.70 ± 0.05; while equation (20) could 
follow the experimental curve quite well in the entire Ds decreasing region, C2 = 13.6 
±2 .7  and C3 = 1.4 ± 0.1. The above analysis showed that both D± and Dy were
therefore hindered by the surrounding rods, within the context of the Green function 
theories.
The diffusion coefficient by equation (19) drops to zero at v/v* * 1, by 
equation (20) at about v/v* »1.3 , according to the expectations that the rods in 
solution may freeze and undergo a glass transition. Nevertheless as discussed before, 
LPBLG-20 000 and 36 000 went into liquid crystal phases at above v/v* « 1; longer 
LPBLGs remained isotropic and their Ds kept unchanged with concentration. This 
suggested that longer PBLG rods entered into a new concentration regime in which 
their solutions were still isotropic optically but their Ds as a whole was no longer 
increasingly impeded.
III-6. Self-friction and Mutual-friction Coefficients fs and fm
The self-friction constant fs was calculated from the measured Ds values using
Ic T
the Einstein diffusion equation: fs = — . This fs was scaled by the solvent viscosity
r)0 and the rod length L to give the reduced self-friction constant fs/(r|0L). Figure III- 
IO plots the fs/(r|0L) versus concentration v/v*. The reduced self-friction coefficient 
o f short LPBLGs (LPBLG 20 000 and LPBLG-36 000) increased more strongly with 
concentration than long LPBLGs.
When compared with the reduced mutual-friction fm/(r|0L) measured by DLS 
of similar molecular weight range of PBLGs in DMF from ref. 28 (see figure III-l 1), 
fs/(r|0L) was smaller than fm/(r|0L) at low concentration and became larger than
fm/(r|HL) at v/v* > 0.5 (vdL2 > 2.5). The difference was due to the fact that fs and fm 
are two essentially different quantities that can be expressed in terms of velocity- 
velocity correlation functions [69]:
fs =  ,0 3 k e T   ( 2 1 )
J d t ( v j ( t ) v j ( 0 ) )
0
and
f   ______________ 3kgT
(JU
I dt[( v ,  ( t ) v ,  (0 ))  + (N -  l){v! ( t ) v 2 (0))]
(22)
In the denominator of fm, the velocity correlation function is composed of two terms, a 
self and a cross term. The term (v, (t)v, (0)) correlates the velocity of one particle in a 
solution at different times while the cross term (v, (t)v 2 (0)) correlates the velocities of 
two different particles at different times. Batchelor and Wen [70, 71] have analyzed the 
mutual drift velocity due to the interparticle interactions (mainly repulsive) and non- 
uniform and non-isotropic pair distributions of sphere particles. This mutual drift 
velocity could cause the cross term in equation (22) to be negative. At high 
concentrations (vdL2 > 1) as the PBLG solutions approach the nematic transition, the 
cooperative concentration fluctuation involving many rods may become long range 
correlated, and the mean concentration fluctuation wavelength A, may be longer than the 
DLS measured length scale 27t/q. What DLS can probe is the cooperative motion of 
these many rods moving down the concentration gradient and consequently causing the 






















Figure III-10. Self-friction factors scaled by the rod length and solvent viscosity plotted 
against the reduced concentration v/v* or vdL2.
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Figure III-l 1. Reduced self-friction and mutual-friction coefficient fs and fm 
(from ref. 28) against concentration v/v*. A t low  concentration fs is lower 
than fm; at high concentration fs becom es larger than fm.
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III-7. Non-exponential Behavior of FPR Peak ac Signals
The FPR peak ac curve o f concentrated LPBLG-232 000/pyridine solutions 
and occasionally some of the concentrated LPBLG-103 000 solutions decayed non- 
exponentially. This non-exponential behavior became more apparent as the 
concentration was increased. In figure III-l (c) a 2-exponential function could fit the 
peak ac signal better than a single exponential function. Figure III-12 gives the 
diverged diffusion coefficients (Ds fast and Ds slow) at high concentrations from the 2- 
exponential fittings. When fitting Tfast vs. K2 to get the Ds fast, we had poor linear 
correlation coefficients, suggesting the 2-exponential function was not very well 
separated. This produced large error bars on Ds fast. The Ds from single exponential 
fit was about 2 times faster than Ds slow. Although the error bars on Ds fast were 
large, it increased with concentration; Ds fast was about 6 times faster than Ds slow at 
the low concentration when non-exponentiality became observable, and Ds fast was 
about 1 ltimes faster than Ds slow at the highest isotropic concentration measured.
Polydispersity could certainly cause a non-exponential FPR peak ac.
However, after the liquid crystal 17.11% LPBLG-232 000/pyridine solution sample 
was placed in a 10 MHz magnetic field for 10 hours prior to FPR measurement, the 
FPR peak ac signals of this anisotropic solution showed that the diffusion parallel to 
the direction of the magnetic field was faster than that perpendicular to the field; see 
figure III-13. The non-exponentiality of FPR peak ac happened in regime III where 
long LPBLG rods with some extent of flexibility are known to have delayed nematic 
transitions compared to perfectly rigid rods. It is therefore highly possible that at these 
concentrations, although the solutions were still macroscopically (or optically) 
isotropic, there were already slow and long waved orientation fluctuations of the long 
PBLG rod (but the rods are not as well aligned as in the nematic phase). The FPR 
measured region may be composed of several o f these different oriented pseudo­
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Figure III-12. At high concentration the FPR peak ac of LPBLG-232 000/pyridine 
solutions began to show non-exponential behavior. A 2-exponential fit gives fast 
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Figure 111-13. FPR measurement of 17.11% liquid crystal LPBLG-232 000/pyridine 
solution after the sample is placed in a 10 MHz magnetic field for 10 hrs. The 
diffusion of PBLG shows anisotropic behaviors: FPR peak ac of transverse motion 
can not decay to the baseline.
Chapter IV. Conclusion
Self-diffusion coefficient of fluorescent dye labeled PBLG in pyridine solutions 
was measured by FPR. Intrinsic viscosity and static light scattering measurements 
showed that as in DMF, LPBLG did not aggregate in pyridine, and the rod structure 
o f PBLG was not perturbed by labeling. The FPR measured concentrations spanned 
from dilute to concentrated isotropic solutions, and the axial ratios from 7 to 80. The 
advantage of this FPR study was to let us focus directly on the translational diffusion 
of a single LPBLG molecule in the absence of the thermodynamic driving force. This 
task has been difficult for dynamic light scattering to achieve. No self diffusion on 
such an uncharged, highly rigid polymer system has ever been reported before.
After being corrected by the solvent diffusion coefficient, the reduced diffusion 
coefficients (Ds/D°)PBLG/(Ds/D0)solvent of all five molecular weight LPBLGs could be 
superimposed on a single curve when plotted against the scaled concentration v/v* (or 
vdL2). Superposition of the (DS/D°)LPBLG vs- v/,y* curves was nearly as good, since 
the solvent correction was small. According to the concentration dependence o f Ds, 
short LPBLG/pyridine solutions had two concentration regimes; long LPBLG 
solutions had three concentration regimes. Below vdL2 w 0.8 (v/v* « 0.2), the 
diffusion coefficients did not change much with concentration within the experimental 
error. Ds experienced substantial reduction only when the excluded volume effect 
became significant suggesting that for LPBLG/pyridine solutions, the DE proposed 
concentration regime [8, 9] should be redefined; the crossover concentration was 
proportional to L-2 rather than L~3. At vdL2 « 4 (corresponding to v/v* « 0.8), 
(Ds/D0)PDLG/(Ds/D°)solvent was reduced to about 0.1, lower than DE predicted. Above 
vdL2 « 4 short LPBLGs solutions went into liquid crystal phases while long LPBLG 
solutions went into an extended isotropic solution regime in which the diffusion
coefficient became less concentration dependent.
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A power law fit of the Ds decreasing region on the superimposed curve (figure 
III-5(c)) gave Ds ~ L-1-8 ±01c~113 ±004. Also, in this region, the experimental Ds 
curve (figure III-5(b)) agree with the calculated ones (equations (19) and (20)) which 
combine the D|| and derived from the perturbed Green function methods [22, 24- 
27], This agreement would suggest that both Dj_ and Dy were impeded, which was 
not surprising considering the significance o f the excluded volume effect in this 
regime. However, completely frozen LPBLG was not observed as Edwards and 
Evans had originally expected [22]— with continued raising o f the polymer 
concentration, LPBLG/pyridine solutions underwent liquid crystal transition. The 
proposed glass state is probably cut off by the nematic transition or thwarted by the 
flexibility in the case of the longer rods.
Comparison of the normalized self-friction factor fs/(r|0L) with the mutual 
friction factor fm/(r|0L) [28] revealed differences between these two quantities. The 
difference between fs/(r|0L) and fm/(r|0L) can be explained by relating these two 
species with the inverse of the velocity correlation functions [69]: fs/(ri0L) is
proportional to ------ ------- r- which correlates the velocities o f a single rod at different
(v ,(t)v ,(0))
times; fm/(rtnL) qc   ---------------------— -------------------------------  in which there is an additional velocity
(v ,(t)v ,(0)) + (v ,( t)v l(0)>
correlation function besides the self term that correlates the velocities o f two different 
rods at different times.
Suggestions for Future Work
The long LPBLG/pyrdine solutions had a delayed isotropic to liquid crystal (I- 
LC) transition due to the flexibility effect; and in these extended isotropic solutions 
(regime III), the self-diffusion coefficient became much less concentration dependent 
than in regime II. The insensitivity of Ds to concentration in regime III would suggest 
that these long LPBLG solutions may be at a pretransition state such that along certain
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directions the flexible rods become increasingly ordered and the space available for the 
diffusion of LPBLG along those directions no longer decreases or would even enlarge 
with concentration. The density perpendicular to those directions could continue to 
increase when raising the concentrations. Thus it is possible that there already exist two 
density correlation lengths and £j_ before the liquid crystal transition, and these two 
parameters diverge (£y increases with concentration; continues to decrease with 
concentration) as the LPBLG solutions approach the I-LC transition point. Unlike a 
small molecular nematogenic material whose I-LC tranistion is sudden, the I-LC 
transition of a long LPBLG/pyridine solution could be gradual as manifested by regime 
III. This character of long LPBLG/pyridine solutions may provide an opportunity to 
study the properties related to the critical phenomena of the I-LC transition, such as the 
concentration dependence o f the diverged correlation lengths before the transition point, 
that are unavailable from a small molecular liquid crystal forming material.
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Appendix. Supplementary Figures and Tables
Figure A-l(a)-(e). Zimm plots o f five LPBLGs in DMF solutions.
Optical Constant K =  1.16 x 10"7 cm2 mol/g2
o
^  0 0.72
sin2(0/2)+5(cm3/g)c 
Figure A-l(a). Zimm plot of LPBLG-20 000 in DMF solutions
Mw (c = 0): (2.0 ± 0.1) x 104 g/moi
Mw (angle = 0): (2.0 + 0.1) x 104 g/mol
Rg = (2.2 ± 0.4) x 10'6 cm 










sin” (0/2)+lO(cin /g)c 
Figure A-l(b). Zimm plot of LPBLG-36 000 in DMF solutions
Mw (c = 0): (3.6 ± 0.2) x 104 g/mol
Mw (angle = 0): (3.6 ± 0.2) x 104 g/mol
Rg = (1.7 ± 0.4) x 10'6 cm 
A2 = (3.6 ± 0.2) x 10"4 cm3 mol/g2
sin” (0/2)+lO(cm3/g)c
Figure A-1(c). Zimm plot of LPBLG-89 000 in DMF solutions
Mw (c = 0): (8.9 ± 0.6) x 104 g/mol
Mw (angle = 0): (8.9 ± 0.6) x 104 g/mol
Rg = (3.4 + 0.3) x 10'6 cm 
A2 = (3.4 ± 0.2) x 10-4 cm3 mol/g2
sin (0 /2 )+1 Of cm  V g)c
0.9
Figure A-l(d). Zimm plot of LPBLG-103 000 in DMF solutions
Mw (c = 0): (1.03 ± 0.07) x 105 g/mol 
Mw (angle = 0): (1.03 ±  0.07) x 105 g/mol 
Rg = (2.5 ±  0.3) x 10~6 cm 









Figure A-l(e). Zimm plot of LPBLG-232 000 in DMF solutions
Mw (c = 0): (2.32 ± 0.16) x 10* g/mol 
Mw (angle = 0): (2.32 ± 0.16) x 105 g/mol 
Rg = (5.0 ± 0.4) x 10'6 cm 















Figure A-2(a)-(d). Intrinsic viscosities of unlabeled PBLG in DMF solutions.
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Figure A-3(a)-(e). Intrinsic viscosities of labeled PBLG in DMF solutions.
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Figure A-4(c). Reduced relative •  and specific ■ viscosities of PBLG-260 000 in pyridine solutions
Table A -l. Dm of LPBLG in DMF M easured by DLS 
Table A -l(a). Dm of LPBLG-20 000
I
c Dm in DMF at 40° C Dm corrected to 25° C
(g ml'1) (lO-6 cm2 s'1) using the viscosity of pyridine
(10'7 cm2 s'1)
0.0080 1.19 + 0.05 8.7 ±0.5
0.0160 1.21 ±0.05 8.8 ±0.5
0.0199 1.18 ± 0.03 8.6 ±0.5
0.0239 1.26 ±0.08 9.2 ±0.6
0.0319 1.29 ±0.06 9.4 ±0.6
0.0399 1.32 ± 0.10 9.7 ±0.6
voK>








Dm in DMF at 40° C Dm corrected to 25° C



















Dm in DMF at 40° C Dm corrected to 25° C
(10-7 cm2 s-l) using the viscosity of pyridine
(IQ-7 cm2 s"1)
3.3 ±0.2 2.4 ±0.
3.2 ±0.3 2.3 ±0.
3.4 ±0.1 2.5 ±0.
3.5 ±0.1 2.6 ±0.
VO-t*.
Table A-l(d). Dm of LPBLG-232 000
c Dm in DMF at 40° C Dm corrected to 25° C
(g ml"1) (10‘7 cm2 s '1) using the viscosity of pyridine
(10‘7 cm2 s '1)
0.0008 2.1 ±0.1 1.5 ±0.1
0.0016 2.2 ±0.1 1.6 ±0.1
0.0047 2.3 ±0.1 1.7 ±0.1
0.0063 2.2 ±0.1 1.6 ±0.1
0.0079 2.7 ±0.1 2.0 ±0.1
Table A-2. Self diffusion Coefficients of LPBLG in Pyridine Solutions by FPR Measurements.





vL3 vdL2 v/v* <t> Ds
(10 '7cm2 s '1)
(Ds/D )pblg (Ds/D°)dmf (Dj/D°)pB±G
/(D s/D°)dmf
fs
( lO ^ g s -1)
W
0.0101 0.0099 2.98 0.765 0.112 0.022 0.008 8.66 + 0.29 0.987 0.98 1.00 4.75 3 .9 1 0 .2
0.0114 0.0112 3.37 0.866 0.126 0.025 0.009 8 .6 2 + 0 .1 2 0.982 0.99 0.99 4.77 3 .9 1 0 .2
0.0159 0.0156 4.68 1.204 0.176 0.035 0.012 8 .9 5 + 0 .1 9 1.020 0.98 1.04 4.60 3 .8 1 0 .2
0.0172 0.0169 5.08 1.305 0.191 0.037 0.013 8 .6 9 ± 0 .2 6 0.991 0.97 1.02 4.73 3 .9 1 0 .2
0.0211 0.0207 6.24 1.604 0.234 0.046 0.016 8.81 ± 0 .21 1.005 0.97 1.03 4.67 3 .8 1 0 .2
0.0261 0.0257 7.73 1.988 0.290 0.057 0.020 8.87 + 0.14 1.012 0.97 1.05 4.63 3 .8 1 0 .2
0.0273 0.0269 8.09 2.080 0.304 0.060 0.021 8.90 + 0.14 1.015 0.96 1.05 4.62 3 .8 1 0 .2
0.0330 0.0325 9.78 2.514 0.367 0.072 0.026 8.76 + 0.12 0.998 0.96 1.04 4.70 3 .9 1 0 .2
0.0366 0.0361 10.8 2.790 0.407 0.080 0.029 8.73 ± 0 .15 0.995 0.94 1.06 4.71 3 .9 1 0 .2
0.0396 0.0391 11.8 3.025 0.442 0.087 0.031 8 .5 8 1 0 .1 0 0.978 0.94 1.04 4.80 4 .0 1 0 .2
0.0497 0.0492 14.8 3.807 0.556 0.109 0.039 8 .2 7 1 0 .0 4 0.943 0.94 1.01 4.97 4.1 ± 0 .2
0.0544 0.0538 16.2 4.165 0.608 0.119 0.043 7 .9 9 1 0 .0 9 0.911 0.91 1.00 5.15 4 .2 1 0 .2
0.0573 0.0568 17.1 4.391 0.641 0.126 0.045 7 .7 2 1 0 .0 9 0.880 0.91 0.97 5.33 4 .4 1 0 .2
0.0593 0.0588 17.7 4.552 0.665 0.131 0.047 8.00 1 0 .0 6 0.912 0.90 1.01 5.14 4 .2 1 0 .2
0.0763 0.0760 22.9 5.878 0.858 0.169 0.060 6 .4 5 1 0 .1 5 0.735 0.87 0.84 6.38 5 .3 1 0 .3
0.0902 0.0900 27.1 6.965 1.017 0.200 0.071 6 .2 6 1 0 .3 1 0.713 0.87 0.82 6.57 5 .4 1 0 .4
0.0939 0.0939 28.2 7.262 1.060 0.208 0.074 5 .4 2 1 0 .0 7 0.618 0.87 0.71 7.59 6.3 ± 0 .3
0.0961 0.0961 28.9 7.435 1.085 0.213 0.076 5 .4 2 1 0 .2 0 0.618 0.86 0.72 7.59 6.3 ± 0 .4
0.0971 0.0971 29.2 7.515 1.097 0.215 0.077 4 .9 9 1 0 .0 6 0.569 0.87 0.65 8.24 6 .8 1 0 .4
0.0983 0.0983 29.6 7.608 1.111 0.218 0.078 4 .9 5 1 0 .0 5 0.564 0.86 0.66 8.31 6 .9 1 0 .4
0.1163 0.1168 35.16 9.039 1.320 0.259 0.092 4 .6 4 1 0 .0 4 0.529 0.82 0.65 8.86 7.3 1 0 .4
0.1232 0.1240 37.31 9.592 1.400 0.275 0.098 3.92 ± 0 .23 0.447 0.81 0.55 10.5 8 .7 1 0 .7
0.1261 0.1269 38.20 9.819 1.434 0.282 0.100 3 .6 8 1 0 .0 1 0.419 0.80 0.52 11.2 9 .2 1 0 .5
0.1426 0.1441 43.38 11.152 1.628 0.320 0.114 2 .9 8 1 0 .0 2 0.340 0.76 0.45 13.8 11.4 + 0.6
0.1506 0.1525 45.91 11.801 1.723 0.338 0.121 2 .5 8 1 0 .0 2 0.294 0.75 0.39 16.0 1 3 .2 1 0 .7
0.1675 0.1703 51.26 13.176 1.924 0.378 0.135 2.52 ± 0 .0 8 0.287 0.70 0.41 16.3 1 3 .5 1 0 .8
VO
Ov
w c V vL3 vdL2 v/v* <l> Ds
(g ml"1) (1017 ml-1) (10-7cm2 s"1)
0.2255 0.2324 69.96 17.984 2.626 0.516 0.184 1.58 + 0.02
0.2430 0.2515 75.70 19.460 2.841 0.558 0.199 1.25 ± 0 .0 5
0.2573 0.2672 80.41 20.671 3.018 0.593 0.211 1.10 ± 0 .03
0.2692 0.2804 84.39 21.694 3.167 0.622 0.222 0.893 ± 0 .006
0.2924 0.3062 92.17 23.693 3.459 0.679 0.242 0.599 ±0 .003
0.3236 0.3415 102.8 26.426 3.858 0.758 0.270 0.507 ±0 .001
0.3336 0.3529 106.2 27.308 3.987 0.783 0.279 0.554 ± 0.007
Table A-2(a) continued
(Ds/D )pblg (Ds/D°)dmf aV D °)pBLo fs fj/lloL
/(P JD °)D M F  (10 g  S - 1 )
0.180 0.57 0.32 26.0 21 ± 1
0.143 0.54 0.26 32.9 27 ± 2
0.125 0.50 0.25 37.4 31 ± 2
0.102 0.48 0.21 46.1 38 ± 2
0.068 0.44 0.16 68.7 57 ± 3
0.058 0.39 0.15 81.1 67 ± 3
0.063 0.38 0.17 74.3 61 ± 3
VO





vL3 vdL2 v/v* 4 D,
(10‘7 cm2 s"1)





0.0214 0.0210 3.52 5.275 0.428 0.084 0.017 4.39 ± 0 .63 0.990 0.98 1.01 9.36 4.2 ± 0 .6
0.0216 0.0212 3.55 5.322 0.432 0.085 0.017 4.48 + 0.68 1.009 0.98 1.03 9.18 4.1 ± 0 .6
0.0293 0.0288 4.82 7.227 0.586 0.115 0.023 4 .5 5 + 0 .5 0 1.025 0.97 1.06 9.04 4.0 ± 0 .5
0.0332 0.0327 5.47 8.197 0.665 0.131 0.026 4.36 + 0.28 0.982 0.96 1.02 9.43 4.2 ± 0 .3
0.0394 0.0389 6.50 9.739 0.790 0.155 0.031 4.33 ± 0 .3 4 0.975 0.95 1.02 9.50 4.2 ± 0 .4
0.0475 0.0470 7.86 11.780 0.956 0.188 0.037 4.22 ± 0 .1 4 0.950 0.95 1.00 9.75 4.4 ± 0 .2
0.0584 0.0579 9.68 14.515 1.177 0.231 0.046 3.43 ± 0 .2 0 0.773 0.93 0.83 12.0 5.4 ± 0 .4
0.0676 0.0671 11.2 16.822 1.364 0.268 0.053 2.59 ± 0 .1 8 0.583 0.91 0.64 15.9 7.1 ± 0 .5
0.0761 0.0758 12.7 18.995 1.541 0.303 0.060 2.08 ± 0 .0 6 0.468 0.90 0.52 19.8 8.8 ± 0 .4
0.0777 0.0774 12.9 19.402 1.574 0.309 0.061 1.77 ± 0 .03 0.399 0.90 0.45 23.2 10.4 ± 0 .4
0.0862 0.0860 14.4 21.550 1.748 0.343 0.068 1.68 ± 0 .0 2 0.378 0.88 0.43 24.5 10.9 ± 0 .3
0.0987 0.0987 16.5 24.752 2.008 0.394 0.078 1.45 ± 0 .0 8 0.327 0.86 0.38 28.4 12.6 ± 0 .8
0.1019 0.1020 17.06 25.579 2.075 0.407 0.081 1.27 ± 0 .0 2 0.285 0.85 0.34 32.5 14.5 ± 0 .5
0.1095 0.1098 18.37 27.537 2.234 0.439 0.087 1.26 ± 0 .03 0.284 0.83 0.34 32.6 14.6 ± 0 .6
0.1193 0.1199 20.05 30.059 2.438 0.479 0.095 1.05 ± 0 .01 0.236 0.81 0.29 39.2 17.5 ± 0 .2
0.1250 0.1258 21.04 31.537 2.558 0.502 0.100 1.15 ± 0 .03 0.259 0.80 0.32 35.8 16.0 ± 0 .6
0.1596 0.1620 27.08 40.600 3.293 0.647 0.128 0.842 ± 0 .002 0.190 0.72 0.26 48.8 21.8 ± 0 .6
0.1752 0.1785 29.84 44.740 3.629 0.713 0.141 0.662 ± 0.006 0.149 0.68 0.22 62.1 27.7 ± 0 .8
0.1843 0.1881 31.46 47.157 3.825 0.751 0.149 0.70 ± 0.02 0.159 0.65 0.24 58.4 26 ±  1
0.1974 0.2021 33.80 50.673 4.110 0.807 0.160 0.62 ± 0.02 0.141 0.62 0.23 65.9 29 ±  1
0.2084 0.2139 35.77 53.620 4.349 0.854 0.169 0.574 ± 0.009 0.129 0.60 0.22 71.6 32 ±  1
0.2294 0.2366 39.56 59.311 4.811 0.945 0.187 0.35 ± 0 .01 0.078 0.55 0.14 119 53 ± 2
0.2524 0.2618 43.78 65.628 5.323 1.045 0.207 0.277 ± 0.007 0.062 0.49 0.13 148 66 ± 3
VO
00





vL3 vdL2 v/v* <t> Ds
(10"7cm2 s"1)





0.0056 0.0055 0.37 8.387 0.275 0.054 0.004 3 .7 1 + 0 .0 1 1.025 0.99 1.04 1.11 2.1 ± 0 .1
0.0066 0.0065 0.44 9.890 0.324 0.064 0.005 3.6 ± 0 .2 1.003 0.99 1.02 1.13 2.1 ± 0 .2
0.0083 0.0081 0.55 12.431 0.408 0.080 0.006 3.65 ± 0 .0 8 1.008 0.99 1.02 1.13 2.1 ± 0 .2
0.0102 0.0100 0.68 15.320 0.503 0.099 0.008 3.6 ± 0 .2 0.989 0.99 1.00 1.15 2.1 ± 0 .2
0.0129 0.0127 0.86 19.417 0.637 0.125 0.010 3 .6 5 x 0 .0 7 1.008 0.98 1.03 1.13 2.1 ± 0 .2
0.0154 0.0152 1.03 23.218 0.762 0.150 0.012 3.7 ± 0 .2 1.033 0.98 1.05 1.10 2.0 ± 0 .2
0.0188 0.0185 1.25 28.277 0.928 0.182 0.015 3.5 ± 0 .2 0.956 0.98 0.98 1.19 2.2 ± 0 .2
0.0249 0.0245 1.65 37.479 1.230 0.241 0.019 2.77 ± 0.04 0.765 0.97 0.79 1.48 2.8 ± 0 .2
0.0303 0.0298 2.02 45.718 1.500 0.295 0.024 2.1 ±  0.1 0.572 0.97 0.59 1.99 3.7 ± 0 .3
0.0450 0.0445 3.01 68.127 2.235 0.439 0.035 1.39 ± 0 .0 2 0.384 0.95 0.40 2.96 5.5 ± 0 .4
0.0595 0.0589 3.99 90.301 2.963 0.582 0.047 1.09 ± 0 .0 2 0.301 0.94 0.32 3.77 7.0 ± 0 .5
0.0721 0.0717 4.85 109.788 3.602 0.707 0.057 0.826 ± 0 .0 0 7 0.228 0.91 0.25 4.98 9.2 ± 0 .6
0.0881 0.0879 5.95 134.736 4.421 0.868 0.070 0.397 ± 0 .007 0.110 0.89 0.12 10.4 19 ± 1
0.1066 0.1069 7.23 163.722 5.372 1.055 0.085 0.38 ± 0 .0 2 0.105 0.85 0.12 10.8 20 ± 1
0.1251 0.1259 8.52 192.895 6.329 1.243 0.100 0.35 ± 0 .0 2 0.097 0.81 0.12 11.7 22 ± 2
0.1347 0.1359 9.19 208.213 6.831 1.341 0.107 0.322 ±  0.009 0.089 0.79 0.11 12.8 24 ± 2
0.1562 0.1584 10.70 242.679 7.962 1.563 0.125 0.323 ± 0 .0 0 9 0.089 0.75 0.12 12.7 24 ± 2
VO
VO





vL3 vdL2 v/v* <t> ,  Ds
(10’7cm2 s'1)





0.0109 0.0107 0.626 22.0 0.623 0.122 0.008 2.4 ± 0 .2 1.0 0.98 1.01 1.69 2.7 ± 0 .2
0.0143 0.0141 0.822 28.9 0.818 0.161 0.011 2 .4 6 + 0 .0 9 1.01 0.98 1.03 1.67 2.7 ± 0 .2 1
0.0201 0.0198 1.16 40.6 1.15 0.226 0.016 2.04 ± 0.09 0.836 0.98 0.85 2.02 3.2 ± 0 .3
0.0268 0.0264 1.54 54.2 1.53 0.301 0.021 1.300 +  0.005 0.5327 0.97 0.55 3.163 5.1 ± 0 .4
0.0348 0.0343 2.00 70.4 2.00 0.392 0.027 0 .9 3 + 0 .0 2 0.38 0.97 0.40 4.4 7.1 ± 0 .5
0.0426 0.0421 2.46 86.4 2.45 0.481 0.033 0.820 +  0.008 0.336 0.95 0.35 5.02 8.0 ± 0 .6
0.0521 0.0515 3.01 106 3.00 0.589 0.041 0.630 ±  0.004 0.258 0.94 0.27 6.53 10.5 ± 0 .7
0.0608 0.0603 3.52 124 3.51 0.689 0.048 0.46 ± 0 .0 1 0.19 0.94 0.20 8.9 15 ± 1
0.0756 0.0752 4.40 154 4.38 0.860 0.060 0.335 ±0 .003 0.137 0.91 0.15 12.3 20 ±  1
0.0857 0.0854 4.99 175 4.97 0.976 0.068 0.340 ±  0.002 0.139 0.89 0.16 12.1 19 ±  1
0.1009 0.1010 5.904 207.3 5.876 1.154 0.080 0.276 ±  0.006 0.113 0.86 0.13 14.9 24 ± 2
0.1232 0.1239 7.241 254.2 7.208 1.415 0.098 0.256 ± 0 .002 0.105 0.82 0.13 16.1 26 ± 2
0.1415 0.1430 8.355 293.3 8.316 1.633 0.113 0.255 ± 0.005 0.105 0.78 0.13 16.1 26 ± 2
o
o





vL3 vdL2 v/v* <!> D s
(10'7cm2 s'1)
(Ds/D°)Pblg (Ds/D°)DmF (^ y D°)pBLG
/(D s/D°)dmf (10-7 g s"1)
W
0.0048 0.0047 0.12 49 0.62 0.12 0.0037 1.5 ± 0 .1 1.0 0.98 1.02 2.82 2.0 ± 0 .2
0.0063 0.0062 0.16 64 0.81 0.16 0.0049 1.5 ± 0 .1 1.0 0.98 1.03 2.80 2.0 ± 0 .2
0.0072 0.0071 0.18 74 0.93 0.18 0.0056 1.46 ± 0 .0 5 1.0 0.98 1.02 2.82 2.0 ± 0 .2
0.0088 0.0087 0.23 90 .. 1.1 0.22 0.0068 1.16 ± 0 .03 0.795 0.98 0.81 3.55 2.5 ± 0 .2
0.0107 0.0104 0.271 109 1.37 0.269 0.0083 0.864 ± 0.005 0.592 0.98 0.60 4.76 3.4 ± 0 .2
0.0145 0.0143 0.370 148 1.87 0.367 0.0113 0.741 ±0 .001 0.508 0.98 0.52 5.55 4.0 ± 0 .3
0.0182 0.0178 0.462 186 2.34 0.458 0.0141 0.48 ± 0 .0 5 0.33 0.98 0.34 8.59 6.1 ± 0 .7
0.0215 0.0211 0.548 220 2.77 0.544 0.0167 0.32 ± 0 .0 2 0.221 0.98 0.22 12.9 9.2 ± 0 .8
0.0271 0.0267 0.693 278 3.50 0.687 0.0211 0.202 ± 0 .008 0.138 0.97 0.14 20.4 14 ± 1
0.0365 0.0360 0.934 375 4.72 0.926 0.0285 0.177 ±0 .005 0.121 0.96 0.13 23.2 16 ± 1
0.0460 0.0455 1.18 474 5.96 1.17 0.0360 0.163 ± 0 .007 0.112 0.95 0.12 25.2 18 ±  1
0.0565 0.0560 1.45 583 7.34 1.44 0.0443 0.150 ±0 .003 0.103 0.94 0.11 27.4 20 ± 1
0.0690 0.0685 1.78 713 8.98 1.76 0.0542 0.136 ± 0 .008 0.0932 0.92 0.10 30.2 22 ± 2
0.0848 0.0846 2.20 881 11.1 2.18 0.0669 0.130 ±0 .001 0.0890 0.89 0.10 31.6 22 ± 1
0.1014 0.1015 2.633 1056 13.30 2.611 0.08026 0.120 ± 0 .004 0.0822 0.87 0.09 34.3 24 ± 2
0.1173 0.1178 3.057 1226 15.44 3.031 0.09318 0.120 ± 0 .006 0.0822 0.83 0.10 34.3 24 ± 2
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